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Effective Date Title  To 

June 1st, 2020 Radios, Pagers, Active 911 & Dispatch All members 

 

 

A. Background 

Alerting members to incidents and other calls for assistance is traditionally a challenged faced by 

most volunteer departments. As new technologies become available, the fire service continues to 

seek the most effective methods to deploy our resources.  

 

B. Policy 

SFR will rely on the Burnet County Sheriff’s office for its dispatching services. While other 911 

call centers may often be involved in the management of the incident, our communication will 

remain focused on BCSO dispatchers.  

Further, our radios will be programmed using Burnet County templates to ensure interoperability 

with our response partners. At the same time, the upkeep, maintenance, safe-guarding and 

responsible usage of any telecom device remains the responsibility of each members. 

 

C. Procedure 

a) After completing the on-boarding process, new members will receive a handheld radio and 

pager and will also be established in the Active 911 smart-device system. These and other 

components such as collar mics, antennas, and chargers are issued and inventoried by the 

Assistant Chief of Support Services.  

1. Pagers are considered the primary notification device. The information in the page should 

include: 

(a) the response channel 

(b) which agencies are responding 

(c) the nature of the incident.  



 

 

2. The Computer-Aided-Dispatch (CAD) information collected by the dispatchers will be 

routed through the Active 911 application at the same time. The initial CAD data 

includes: 

(a) Nature of the incident 

(b) Location of incident 

(c) Agencies that are responding 

(d) Known premise hazards associated with the address.  

3. Members should begin monitoring the radio for additional information.  

(a) The channel the incident is dispatched on also provides additional information 

regarding the nature of the incident.  

(b) Most of our incidents will be handled on Zone 1, “Day to Day 1” and will be 

assigned to one of the following channels, within the zone.  

CH Talk Group used 

1  BU FDEMS S For Dispatch 

2  BU FDEMS 1 When assisting MFFD 

3  BU FDEMS 2 When assisting MFFD 

4  BU FDEMS 3 SFR + Med Unit 

5 BU FDEMS 4 SFR + Med Unit 

6  BU OP 01 Multi Agency Responses 

7 BU OP 02 Multi Agency Responses 

8  BU OP 03 MF PD 

9 WR Haz 1  

10 WR Haz 2  

11 LL FDEMS 2  

12 BU SWFDT1 SFR tactical channel 

13 BU SWFDAD SFR admin 

14 Spicewood Conv  

15 VTAC 11   

16 WR PS 01 Multi agency – Unified Command 

  

4. Actions while responding:  

(a) Members responding directly to the scene, in a POV, should state “56xx is 

responding” on the incident channel. The member should also timestamp this status 

in Active 911.   

(b) Members who are heading the station to staff an apparatus should NOT state 

anything on the radio, but simply press the “H2Sta.” button in Active 911.  



 

 

(c) Once the member has staffed an apparatus and are ready to proceed to the incident, 

then they should timestamp this status change by submitting “Respond” in Active 

911 and then announce “Unit ID is responding”, ie “Eng. 91 is responding” 

(d) Reporting and time-stamping “On-Scene” means you have arrived at the incident.  

(e) Reporting and times-stamping “cancelled” means you never reached the scene and 

are no longer responding.  

(f) Reporting and time-stamping “clear” means you arrived on scene but are no longer 

needed and are prepared to leave.   

5. Emergency ID  

All of the handheld radios have an orange Emergency ID button on the top to the radio.  

When pressed, the radio transmits a signal that indicates the firefighter assigned to that 

radio is in trouble. Emergency ID signals are monitored by all four county PSAPs.  

(a) When the Emergency ID is pressed, Burnet Dispatch will immediately reach out to 

that radio. “Burnet Dispatch to Eng. 92- Emergency ID activated?” 

(b) No response to this question will initiate several actions to locate the firefighter.  

(i) Dispatch will notify the Incident Commander, who will conduct a PAR. 

(ii) Local law enforcement will be notified if the member is responding alone or in 

a POV. 

(iii) Dispatch can try to reach the firefighter through the personal cell phone 

number associated with each assigned radio. 

(c) If there is no emergency or the button was pressed accidentally, the firefighter will 

respond with “Burnet Dispatch from Eng. 91, Secure”.   

(d) Turning the handheld radio off will silence the alarm.  

 

6.  Other practical matters: 

▪ The standard way to reach another party is using “me – to – you”. For example, 

“Eng. 92 to Burnet Dispatch”, or “BT 91 to Tender 91”. 

▪ A message that has not been acknowledge, is to be considered not received.  

▪ Motorola radios operate in direct or repeater modes. If you signal is not getting 

out, the radio may be in direct.  

  

 

   



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Types of Radio reports.  

(1) An Initial On-scene radio report should include the following: 

1st ON-SCENE REPORTS 

Structure Fire 

1. Confirm Dispatch Address 

2. Announce size and type of Occupancy 

3. Announce Conditions found & other info 

4. Announce any water supply sources 

5. Announce operational Mode 

Investigative, Offensive or Defensive 

7. Establish Command  

Vehicle Collision  

1. Confirm Dispatch Address 

2. Announce number of vehicles involved. 

3. Announce number of patients. 

3. Announce the type of vehicles. 

4. Announce Conditions found. 

5. Establish Command 

 

(2) The acronym CAN will be used when requesting or providing a situation report.  

 Conditions --- what do you see and hear? 

 Actions --- what will you be doing? 

 Needs --- what directions to you have for incoming responders?  


